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Perfin Abstracts can order them from Ron at the same time as they  
order the Index. (I can supply photocopies of any pages Ron no  
longer has available). 

This Index is recommended not only to those who want to check 
their facts before publishing them but also to every collector  
who wishes to know more about perfins. 

Brian Birch. 
 

NAVY & ARMY CANTEEN BOARD 
In our January/February 1979 issue Steve Dunderdale reported  

a perfin NA/CB used by the above Board. He now tells us that he  
has discovered that the Board was the forerunner of the NAAFI  
(Navy Army & Air Force Institue), and was formed from the Army 
Canteen Committee in 1917. It later became the NAAFI when the 
Royal Air Force was included in January 1921. 
 
SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP TO BE LIMITED 

At our London Meeting in November 1979 members present  
discussed the size of membership that the present number of  
officers, with their private commitments, could adequately deal  
with. 

As a result of the deliberations it was decided that a  
membership level of 175 would be set. If and when the membership  
reaches that figure a waiting list will be introduced. Anyone who  
had not renewed their membership by the prescribed deadline would  
then face the prospect of being dropped in favour of the next  
person on the waiting list. Automatic reinstatement would no  
longer be possible and members so lapsing would have to join the  
queue if they wished to rejoin. 
 
1980 EXHIBITION 

One or two members have asked whether the Society proposes to  
meet at the International Exhibition in London in May. No such  
meeting is planned but if anyone is going and would like to 
meet other S.E.P.S, members who may also be there, let Ron Bowman  
know the dates and a 'meet' can possibly be arranged via our next 
bulletin. 
 
WANTED 

Member Arthur Harris 3, Heavytree Road, Parkstone, Poole,  
Dorset, would like help with information and offers of stamps as 
under,  

Commercial overprints offers of any material, on or off paper,  
any period.  

T. H. 
Can anyone identify the commercial overprint    D. P.  
alongside? In black on a 1924 2d orange SG 421.   L. Co. 
 
Information and offers on any G.B, overprints (E.G. Brtish 

Occupation of Italian Territories) which were also perfinned for  
any purpose. 
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